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Highest precision in chamfering
Precise – reliable – cost-effective.
This is chamfering with the patented
ChamferCut technology of LMT Fette.
ChamferCut stands for uncompromising quality and short cycle times with
high process reliability.
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ChamferCut as a tool system
With an appropriate software update
ChamferCut can be used as a tool
system with a hob on a mandrel. This
enables gear cutting and deburring
on one arbor. In consequence all
advantages of the technology can be
taken on existing hobbing machines.
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ChamferCut in a separate
chamfering unit
Using ChamferCut in a separate
deburring unit allows main-time
parallel machining. The result:
chamfering without impact on cycle
time.
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Exact cutting
Before first usage, the chamfer form is designed in cooperation with the gear
manufacturer. Compared to forming processes, the cutting process of
ChamferCut does not affect the material structure. Thus, there is no negative
impact on finishing after heat treatment (e.g. honing). The chamfer quality
defines a new standard – with maximum repetitive accuracy even after
reconditioning.
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When things get tight
Compact components steadily
challenge manufacturers in hobbing
and chamfering processes. Collision
issues reduce the number of applicable
chamfering solutions. The further development of the ChamferCut allows the
chamfering down to the gear root even
at close interference contours.
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Also on gear shafts
Especially gear shaft manufacturers
know these challenges. ChamferCut-CG
(Collision Gear) from LMT Fette overcomes most of the limitations and makes
it possible to apply all the process advantages and cost savings. In consequence the most economical chamfering solution for series production
becomes usable for even more applications.
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Collision-free thanks to ChamferCut-GC
To avoid collision of the ChamferCut with interfering contours, two separate
ChamferCut-CG are used. This separation into two consecutive cuts leads to
a greater flexibility of the setting paramater options. The desired chamfer can
now be reliably manufactured on challenging components in well-known
ChamferCut quality (e.g. constant chamfer-depth).
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Chamfering gets internal
Internal gears can be considered as
a special case, not only in gear
cutting, but especially in chamfering.
In particular helical gears are hard to
chamfer. The few available deburring
solutions for internal gears are either
not precise or unprofitable. With
ChamferCut-IG (Internal Gear)
LMT Fette now faces this challenge.
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Every planet needs a ring gear
With ChamferCut-IG (Internal Gear)
the cutting of a chamfer on internal
gears becomes possible. For example
manufacturers of planetary drives
had to stick with less competitive
chamfering technologies for the ring
gears compared to the planet and
sun gears. With ChamferCut-IG, the
cost and quality advantages of the
ChamferCut technology are now
available for both external and
internal gears.
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A classic mirrored
LMT Fette engineering department sucessfully adapted the well-known
ChamferCut quality with its constant chamfer depth and symmetrical
chamfer form on internal gears. The new process works in a similar
way as the conventional ChamferCut process: The tooth gap is
chamfered on both sides during one cut. This means extensive
cost-savings for mass production of internal gears.
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Your Partner over the whole tool life
Ensure lasting benefits
The combination of all the process
benefits along with low tool costs
makes the ChamferCut the most
economic deburring and chamfering process on the market.
LMT Fette offers service over the
whole tool life cycle. Consistent
low costs per part and high quality
are ensured.
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Efficiency that pays off
The simplified calculation clearly shows: Even tool costs
offer a great potential for savings in production. The better
cost-effectiveness in gear cutting (no second cut required)
as well as increased process reliability in finishing (e.g.
honing) are not taken into account in this example.
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We are committed to you worldwide!
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Contact us and our experts: www.lmt-tools.com
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This publication may not be reprinted in whole or part without our express permission.
All right reserved. No rights may be derived from any errors in content or from typographical or typesetting
errors. Diagrams, features and dimensions represent the current status on the date of issue of this catalog.
We reserve the right to make technical changes. The visual appearance of the products may not necessarily
correspond to the actual appearance in all cases or in every detail.
Sources: Studio Thomas Schmitz, Hamburg; Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, Kempten
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